
October 4, 1957 
Graduate Club 

As I stand before you today, I fee 1 a sense of apology for having become an 

administrator, which is not the goal of the dedicated scholar. In my own defense I 

can merely say that I did not intend to become a University president or even a 

dean. We are sometimes caught up in the course of events that are beyond our 

control. 

An administrative officer must stand as a symbol of the university, but 

he must never assume that he is the university. The university is the corps of 

dedicated men and women working, often alone, on their particular problems. The 

colleges represent the combined efforts of the teaching abilities and techniques of 

the faculties, and their contribution is not to be ignored. But a university is 

important only when its graduate faculty and its graduate students are eager and 

willing to devote themselves unreservedly to their own particular areas. 

A real university is represented by the graduate student alone in his 

laboratory or the library seeking with excitement for something that is new and 

interesting, probing with imagination for new avenues of learning , trying new 

experiments, having the courage to discard them when they fail, and with that 

fervor and intensity which characterize the imaginative scholar, beginning again 

with the same eagerness, as though failure were unimportant. 

These are the real graduate students who, with their professors, make 

a university great and important. 

But there is another group of people called graduate students, and we 

may even have some in this group, although I doubt it. It would not be in keeping 

with the spirit of this institution. Those are the men and women who are marking 

time to fulfill requirements to get a higher degree that will bring them an advance-
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ment in salary or rank, who have no real interest in research. Every university 

has some of them, but no great university could have many of them and perform 

important work. 

There is nothing immoral about procuring an advancement in salary or 

rank, mind you, but there is something degrading in being a graduate student with 

only this aim in view. 

One who has not been excited about the fact of learning for learning's 

sake could never fully understand the graduate student. If virtue is its own reward, 

then surely learning may be equally so, although learning has many other attributes 

which are more tangible. 

The way of the graduate student is, like the way of the transgressor, 

often hard. He is, almost always, poor, and often he has assumed family obligations 

long before he is fully capable of discharging them fully. Just a bunch of crazy 

people, obviously, but from these crazy people come really important discoveries. 

Obviously, also, they do not come from the young people who spend their time before 

the T V screens, at card tables or restlessly seeking pleasure externally. Any 

graduate student worth his salt knows that he has more to do than he can ever 

accomplish. As he narrows his field of interest, he develops that keen sensitivity 

to other branches of knowledge and knows how much there is which he will never 

fathom, and how desperately he would like to explore fields beyond those to which he 

is confined. 

He learns the pitfalls of attempting to know too many fields and develops a 

healthy scorn for the dilletante who seems to know everything. For the graduate 

student knows only too well that the dilletante can not know everything, even something 

real and vital about a lot of things. He may be able to discourse lightly about a 

number of subjects, but the scholar remains unimpressed with such superficiality. 
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What motivates the graduate student to his work remains for many an 

enigma. It is not false pride, for everyone of them knows that he will probably 

never attain great fame for any important discovery. It is not, surely, monetary 

rewards, because each one knows that he will always remain relatively poor, even 

if he succeeds beyond his fondest hope. It is not, as some scoffers would like to 

suggest, an easy escape from the realities of life, as there are no greater realities 

of life than those faced by the dedicated scholar. 

It is my firm belief that the life of the graduate student should be made as 

easy as possible, and that every effort should be made to attract more and better 

graduate students to the Florida State University. 

In my talks before civic groups and alumni clubs I am telling them that it 

is going to be neces sary to spend a great deal of money to make of the Florida State 

University a great University, and that it cannot be a great university without a 

great graduate school. This includes greatly extended library facilities, laboratories, 

graduate assistantships and, above all, generous fellowships. It has been my 

responsibility at the University of Chicago for the past eleven years to serve as 

chairman of the committee on Fellowships and Scholarships. In this position I 

have had occasion to learn a great deal about what is being done by the large private 

universities to attract and sustain graduate students. The best such institutions in 

this country are spending vast sums of money to maintain their superiority in their 

chosen fields. 

A state institution is beset by some difficulties which a private institution 

does not encounter - and there are some advantages the state institution has. But 

the state institution must justify to the public large expenditures for a small number 

in classes and in laboratories. I heard the Chancellor of the University of Chicago 

say last year that he would prefer not to know what it actually cost to train a PhD in 
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nuclear science. The very operation of the huge machines occasions the expenditure 

of large sums of money. We must explain to the public as simply as possible that 

it will not be possible to advance graduate study at the Florida State University if 

we must have a certain number of students in a class, if we can not have generous 

fellowships, if we can not buy materials for the libraries and laboratories which we 

shall use perhaps quite seldom, and if we can not house our graduate students 
~ 

adequately. 

To the latter problem I am addressing myself as soon as possible. It is 

inevitable that as we increase our graduate enrollment we shall need more and more 

good housing for married students. I plan to keep before the Board of Control this 

problem. If you are not adequately housed at the present time, perhaps your 

successors will have better luck. 

All these things are external to the real question, however. The heart of 

any graduate school is its faculty and its students. The need for a brilliant faculty 

is obvious; but the need for dedicated students is just as necessary. I do not know 

you well enough to know how well you fit the hopes that I have for you, for upon 

your performance I hope to build the case in Florida for a better -supported g raduate 

school. I hope and be lieve that you do fit these qualifications, on the basis of all 

that I have heard about you. 

Let us all work together to accomplish the simply stated but Herculean 

goal which I have set for the Florida State University - "Let's make this a great 

university. II 

Robert M. Strozier 

President 
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